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This         overnight         hike         starts         from         Patonga         beach         and
winds         along         a         section         of         the         Great         North         Walk,
into         the         Brisbane         Waters         National         Park.         The         walk
climbs         up         and         around         the         Warra         reserve         headland,
continuing         to         Wondabyne         station         via         Pindar         Caves.
The         overnight         stay         is         at         the         Mt         Wondabyne
campsite.         There         is         no         water         available         at         the
campsite         so         you         will         nee         to         carry         sufficient
supplies         for         both         days.
Brisbane         Water         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

28.1         km
2         Days
1164         m
One         way
Route:         Hard
14.8         km         SSW         of         Gosford
ferry         bus         car         train

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start the start of this walk:-33.5504,151.2746 & for the end:-33.4921,151.257
This walk passes through a remote area and sections have no visible track. At least one person in your group should have training and experience in off

track walking and navigation. Even with these notes and a GPS these extra skills and equipment are required.

 National Parks Association of NSW - Learn more about the NPA www.npansw.org.au  
 Walk with a club - Enjoy bushwalking and make new friends                                                (community announcement) 
 The NPA is more than just a bushwalking club. We are a conservation group that helps protect natural places
 As a member you can join any of our 1000 guided walks each year and enjoy our quaterly Magazine 'Nature NSW'. 
 Membership fee is just $65 per year, concession fee also available. Learn More...   

Patonga Wharf car park to Broken Bay View  1.1km 25 mins 
 (From S) From the car park at Patonga wharf, this walk follows the footpath beside Patonga Drive, keeping the water on
the right. The road leads out of town passing beside 'Eve Williams Memorial Oval' for 70m to find a large 'The Great
North Walk' sign opposite the toilet block. Soon after this sign, this walk turns right following the 'Boat Ramp' sign and
GNW arrow post down along a side road for 220m to find a parking area beside Patonga's boat ramp. (Alternatively it is
possible to walk along the sandy beach from the wharf to the boat ramp.) 
 Continue straight: From the boat ramp, this walk follows the power lines across the car park, keeping the water to the
right. The walk heads around the gate and continues to follow the power lines across the sand, coming to the eastern
end of Patonga Beach and the 'Brisbane Water National Park' sign. This area of the beach is also know as 'Dark Corner'. 
 Continue straight: From the eastern end of Patonga beach, this walk follows the 'Warrah Trig 1.7km' sign up the steps.
The track winds up the side on the hill, turning left and following the ridge line uphill. Soon after passing up some stairs
between the rock, the track comes to a lovely view across the water. Here, the track turns left and climbs up more steps
before flattening out and passing a few more GNW arrows. Just after passing two GNW arrows next to each other (at the
end of a large crack in the rock), the track passes a few large Sydney Red Gums and comes to an unfenced rock
platform on the right - Broken Bay view.  

Broken Bay View to Warrah Lookout intersection  0.7km 10 mins 
 (From 1.12 km) Veer left: From the Broken Bay view, this walk follows Great North Walk arrows uphill along the track.
The track winds gently through the bush, with the occasional water glimpse to the right. After a short time, the track
comes to a clear intersection with the Pearl Beach / Patonga fire trail with a sign pointing back to 'Patonga'. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the Great North Walk arrow downhill along the wide management
trail. After about 250m, the trail passes a track on the right (marked with 5 large boulders - this informal track leads to an
unfenced view). The walk continues along the management trail for another 100m and comes to an intersection near the
Warrah Lookout, and a sign pointing back to 'Patonga'.  

Warrah Lookout intersection to Warrah Lookout  0.1km 2 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 1.82 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk heads between the timber posts and follows the 'Warrah
Lookout' sign along the sandstone footpath. The path leads through the bush for a short distance, coming to the fenced
Warrah Lookout. (Beware of informal side tracks that lead to unfenced sections of cliff.)
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then continue straight to continue along this walk.)  
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 Warrah Lookout    
 Warrah Lookout is a mostly fenced lookout on a large sandstone platform. The lookout provides fantastic views across
the Hawkesbury River. From left to right, you can see along the escarpment which forms the southern boundary of
Brisbane Water National Park, out to the Pacific Ocean, Barrenjoey Headland, West Head, along Cowan Creek, Juno
Point and along the escarpment to Patonga. This is a great place to spend some time soaking up the views.  

Warrah Lookout intersection to Warrah Trig Station  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 1.82 km) Turn left : From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Tony Doyle Track, Warrah Car Park' sign up the
sandstone steps and footpath. After winding through and over some rock platforms, the path leads up the hill to two sets
of timber staircases. At the top of the second set, the walk comes to the old Warrah Trig station (a green metal post).  

 Warrah Trig Station    
 Warrah Trig Station is part of a national geodetic survey established during the 1970's. The 'Triangulation station' (aka
trigonometrical or trig station) is a distinct marker once clear of trees, and would have been visible for many kilometers in
the area. There are many such trig stations around Australia, which were used to help in surveying. Each station has a
know position and altitude, which allows surveyors to use triangulation and determine another point's location. With
advances in technology, these trig stations have been abandoned and superseded. The trig station is now surrounded by
trees, with some filtered views along the Hawkesbury River. The area is rich with wildflowers in spring.  

Warrah Trig Station to Warrah car park  0km 1 mins 
 (From 2.13 km) Continue straight: From Warrah Trig Station, this walk follows the sandstone steps and footpath down
the hill towards the dirt road. The path soon passes a plaque and a sign pointing back along the 'Tony Doyle Track' and
comes to the Warrah car park.  

Warrah Car Park to Int of Great North Walk and Patonga Dr  1.5km 25 mins 
 (From 2.16 km) Continue straight: From Warrah car park, this walk follows the road off the sealed section and along the
dirt. The road passes a larger dirt overflow car park, then ignores an old trail (on the right) to soon come to an
intersection with a management trail and gate on the left side. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the dirt road north up a long and gentle hill. The road leads to
an intersection with a track on the right marked with a Great North Walk arrow about 30m before Patonga Drive. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow marker around the drainage ditch to follow the track
running parallel to Patonga Drive (keeping the road about 20m to your left). The track leads through the heath and
scribbly gum forest for about 100m before passing some distant ocean views (on your right), where the track continues
for another 150m to come to the sealed Patonga Drive. Here the walk follows the GNW arrow post across the road to a
locked gate and management trail, marked with a 'Great North Walk' sign.  

Int of Great North Walk and Patonga Dr to Rock platform intersection  0.9km 5 mins 
 (From 3.68 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Great North Walk' sign around the locked
gate to follow the management trail away from the road. After about 100m, this walk comes to a clear three-way
intersection marked with sign pointing back to 'Patonga'. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign gently up along the wide trail. After about 200m,
the trail bends left, then leads gently down for another 100m, coming to an intersection where the main trail bends right
(and with the narrower Patonga Creek trail ahead), marked with a GNW arrow post. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post north along the wide sandy management trail.
The trail leads among the heath and large scribbly gums for about 270m to come to T-intersection with another wide trail,
marked with a 'Patonga' sign pointing back up along the trail. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign downhill along the management trail. Over the next
200m, the trail gently bends right then comes to an intersection (just before a large open rock platform), marked with a
'Girrakool' sign (pointing right).  

Int of Hawkesbury track and Patonga Dr trail to Int of Hawkesbury track and Sani Depot Trail  1.1km 20 mins 
 (From 4.55 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign east uphill along the management
trail. The trail leads up the hill for about 25m to head over a short rock platform where the trail continues fairly steeply
uphill. The trail bends left and then winds gently around the side of the hill, enjoying some views along the way. The trail
undulates for a while before leading gently down to pass a large clearing (on your left). Just past this clearing, the trail
heads down (fairly steeply at first) for about 200m to enter a tall wooded forest and come to a clear three-way
intersection, marked with a 'Sani Depot Trail' sign (on your right).  
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Int of Hawkesbury track and Sani Depot Trail to Rock Platform  1.3km 20 mins 
 (From 5.67 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post downhill along the wide
trail. The trail soon leaves the tall Sydney Redgums to lead down for almost 600m. The walk crosses a culverted creek
(with sandstone blocks) and then the trail mostly flattens out. Here the trail continues for another 170m leaving the tall
forest to walk through the open heath, passing near a small cliff (on your right), to come to an intersection with the faint
track (on your left, this is just before the main trail bends right and starts to lead downhill again). 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the wide trail downhill, keeping the valley to your left. The trail
winds downhill for almost 600m, crossing a couple of culverted creeks, until, just after a left-hand bend, this walk comes
to a noteable rock platform (with an ephemeral creek) and filtered view down the valley (to your left).  

Rock Platform to Woy Woy landfill view  1km 20 mins 
 (From 7 km) Continue straight: From the rock platform, this walk follows the trail north up the side of the hill. The trail
leads uphill for about 25m before bending left and leading downhill for about 80m, where the trail winds through a ferny
valley with a scattering of cabbage palms (Livistona australis). Here the trail leads quite steeply uphill for about 200m,
then more gently downhill for just over 200m more, to come to a Y-intersection with the signposted 'Great North Walk'
track (on your left). (The trail ahead soon leads over Patonga Creek to the locked back gate of Woy Woy Landfill). 
 Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Great North Walk' sign downhill along the track. After just shy of
100m, the track crosses Patonga Creek among the moist cabbage palm forest. Soon after crossing this creek, the track
begins to head quite steeply uphill for another 100m, passing a faint side track before climbing up some carved steps in
the rock beside a sloped rock platform (on your left). The track continues steeply up for another 40m, where the track
bends right (at the GNW arrow post) to head over a mostly flat rock outcrop. The track continues (with occasional
glimpses of the Woy Woy landfill) gently uphill for just over 100m to pass another side track, then lead up a bit more
steeply for just over 100m more (past a rock wall, on your left) to come to an unfenced clear view over Woy Woy landfill
(where the track bends left).  

Woy Woy landfill view to Int of Rocky Ponds Trail and Tunnel Track  2km 35 mins 
 (From 7.96 km) Veer left: From the view point over Woy Woy Landfill, this walk heads west following the rocky track
uphill, directly away from the view. The sandy track soon leads up a few rock steps and after about 130m, climbs up a
few carved steps onto a fairly large rock platform, marked with a GNW arrow post. The track now undulates, following a
series of GNW arrow posts (generally up) along a rocky ridge line, passing over many rock platforms for almost 1km
(enjoying the distant views over Woy Woy Bay and the Brisbane Water, to your right) to come to the highpoint on this
section of track. From here, the track continues mostly flat for the next 500m, then begins to head downhill for about
300m to come to a clear intersection with the signposted 'Dillons Trail'. There is a sign pointing back up the track towards
'Patonga'. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post west (in the opposite direction to the
'Patonga' sign. After about 20m, this short track leads to an intersection with the signposted 'Tunnel Trail'. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post gently uphill along the 'Tunnel Trail'. After about
50m, the trail passes through a metal gate and fence then continues for just over 100m to come to the signposted
intersection with the 'Rocky Ponds Trail', where a 'Patonga' sign points back down along the trail.  

Int of Rocky Ponds Trail and Tunnel Track to Int of Tunnel Track and Mt Wondabyne trail  0.5km 5 mins 
 (From 9.98 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow marker and the 'Girrakool'
sign north, gently uphill along the wide trail. The trail winds along the side of the hill for just over 450m, to come to a
small crest and a clear three-way intersection with the signposted 'Mt Wondabyne' trail (on the left).  

Int of Tunnel Track and Mt Wondabyne trail to Mt Wondabyne Campsite  0.8km 15 mins 
 (From 10.44 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow marker as well as the 'Mt
Wondabyne' and 'Girrakool' signs uphill along the management trail. The trail winds up the hill for about 300m find a view
of Mount Wondabyne - there are also nice views behind (and to the right) across Woy Woy and the Brisbane Water. The
trail continues uphill for another 400m to end at a large clearing (turning circle) at the base of a rock wall. This is the Mt
Wondabyne Campsite - there is also a sign pointing back down to 'Patonga'.  

 Mt Wondabyne Campsite    
 This basic campsite is found at the end of a management trail, near the base of Mt Wondabyne. The campsite is at the
bottom of a small (east facing) rock wall and has trees surrounding much of the area, providing some shelter. There is an
established fire circle and a basic seat. There is no water or other facilities. (There is also small cave suitable for
sleeping a few people about half way up Mount Wondabyne).  

 Overnight stay 
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Day 2  
  
Mt Wondabyne Campsite to Int of Great North Walk and Mt Wondabyne Peak tracks  0.1km 2 mins 
 (From 11.2 km) Turn right: From the clearing (campsite), this walk follows the 'Mooney Mooney rest area' sign north
gently uphill along the rocky track. After about 90m, this track comes to a three-way intersection (with the Mt Wondabyne
peak track, on the right), marked with a GNW arrow post.  

Int of Great North Walk and Mt Wondabyne Peak tracks to Mt Wondabyne Peak  0.2km 5 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 11.29 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the Mt Wondabyne peak track north-east as it heads
uphill directly towards Mt Wondabyne. The track is leads gently at first then starts to climb up a series of rock ledges.
After about 60m, the track passes a small cave (large enough for 2 or 3 people to lie in). The track then continues to
climb for another 90m, up the rocky track then for through a grove of small trees, to come to the first peak. The faint track
continues along the ridge for another 60m then comes to the main peak, where there is an old trig station and great
panoramic views.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn right to continue along this walk.)  

 Mt Wondabyne    
 Mount Wondabyne is one of the most prominent peaks in Brisbane Water National Park. The long cone-shaped hill has
a rocky top and is home to a trig station. Walkers can enjoy full 360-degree panoramic views from the top. To the east
are good views over the Brisbane Water, Woy Woy and other central coast suburbs. West, down next to Mullet Creek,
you can see some buildings near Wondabyne Station and the train line. Otherwise, most of the expansive views are over
much of Brisbane Water National Park. There are some small trees providing limited shade, a great place to soak up the
views.  

Int of GNW and Mt Wondabyne Peak tracks to Int of GNW and Mullet Creek Trail  0.9km 20 mins 
 (From 11.29 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post north, gently down
along the rocky track, keeping the Mt Wondabyne Peak up to your right. After about 50m, the track enters a forest of
trees and begins to head more distinctly downhill, passing a few large boulders for about 700m, then coming to a GNW
'Walker Register' tube on a post. After writing a comment, the walk continues down the track over a rock platform, and
just past the rock platform the sandy track leads downhill for about 200m as it widens significantly and comes to a
T-intersection with another wide trail. There is a 'Mt Wondabyne' sign here, pointing back up the hill.  

Int of GNW and Mullet Creek Trail to Int of GNW and Thommos Loop trail  1km 20 mins 
 (From 12.23 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post and 'Wondabyne Station' sign
down a gentle hill as the trail bends right. The trail leads downhill and bends again to run parallel with the some power
lines. Then about 35 meters past the second power pole, this walk comes to an intersection with a track (on your left),
marked with a GNW arrow post. 
 Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign, heading under the power lines and down along the
track to soon cross a small ephemeral creek. From the creek, this walk follows a rock platform for about 200m to then
head over a section of timber boardwalk and past a few disused power poles. The track soon begins to climb and
crosses a number or rock platforms for about 300m to come to a notably large rock platform with a wide view across the
valley to Mt Wondabyne. Here the track continues up for another 250m to an intersection with a wide trail (at another
rock platform), where a 'Patonga' sign points back down along the track.  

Int of GNW and Thommos Loop track to Int of the Great North Walk and Patonga service trail  1.5km 25 mins 
 (From 13.28 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign across the rock platform, keeping
the valley to your left. The walk enjoys views of Mt Wondabyne (on the left) for about 130m to come to a particularly
large rock platform. Here the trail leads down off this rock platform then winds along the side of the hill for about 1.3km
(passing a pleasant grove of large Sydney Redgums) to lead up to an intersection (with a track on the left) where there is
a sign pointing back to 'Patonga'.  

Int of the Great North Walk and Patonga service trail to Kariong Brook crossing  0.7km 20 mins 
 (From 14.77 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Girrakool' sign gently down along the narrower
track. The track leads down for about 60m to pass over a rock outcrop and then 80m later, comes to a clearing that has
been used as a campsite (on your left). From the clearing, the track continues down the hill for about 150m, stepping
down the rocks and along a sandy track to then bend right at metal handrail. Here the rocky track becomes quite steep in
places and winds down past some rock walls and among the grass trees for about 300m, where the track bends sharp
right at the bottom of some steps in a cleft in the rock. The track continues down for another 100m to follow the steps
down through the sandstone overhang, here the track bends left then right to wind down and cross the creek (that is
often underground) and come to an intersection with a faint track in front of Kariong Brook Falls (on your right).  
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 Kariong Brook Falls    
 This tranquil spot of the Great North Walk is home to some lovely falls and a water hole. The eastern side of the creek
has a tall sandstone cave and wall. After rain these falls can become very spectacular, other times is a cool place to rest.
A great spot to stop for a snack.  

Kariong Brook crossing to Int of GNW and Wondabyne Station Trail  2km 45 mins 
 (From 15.45 km) Continue straight: From the Kariong Brook, this walk follows the track north-west away from the cliffs
(initially keeping the waterfall to your right). The track initially leads fairly steeply out of the densely forested valley then
leads more gently uphill for about 100m to pass alongside a long rock wall (on your right). From the end of the rock wall,
the track starts to lead downhill for about 200m, to then head down the embankment and steps and cross Myron Brook
on the sandstone rock platform, to the western bank. 
 Continue straight: From Myron Brook, this walk follows the rocky track west up the steep hilll. After about 400m of steep
climbing, the track mostly flattens out to head up through the cleft in a rock and onto a flat rock platform. Here the track
continues more gently uphill, crossing more rock platforms for just over 1km, through the heath and scribbly gums,
before bending left around a rocky outcrop to come to a T-intersection with a wide management trail. There is large sign
here, pointing back down to 'Patonga'.  

Int of GNW and Wondabyne Station tracks to Eastern end of the Pindar Cave Track  0.6km 10 mins 
 (From 17.42 km) Turn left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Wondabyne Station' sign downhill along the
management trail. The trail gently undulates along the top of the ridge for about 600m to come to an intersection with the
Pindar Cave track (leading over a rock platform, on your right), marked with a GNW arrow post (on your left).  

Int. Rifle Range Service Track and Pindar Cave Track to Mt Pindar Lookout  3.5km 1 Hrs 10 mins 
 (From 18.05 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the wide track to the west, keeping the large rocky
outcrop to the right. The trail soon narrows to become an overgrown track and undulates for some time, through some
rocky and dense scrub. Eventually, the track swings around to the north and arrives at the Mt Pindar Lookout, indicated
by arrows marked in the surface that lead to the lookout, with views of Mooney Mooney, and Mooney Mooney Creek.  

 Mt Pindar lookout    
 From the rocky perch of Mt Pindar, Brisbane Waters National Park, views over Mooney Mooney and Mooney Mooney
Creek can be enjoyed. This is an unofficial lookout, with no fencing or other facilities.  

Mt Pindar Lookout to Pool  0.5km 5 mins 
 (From 21.55 km) Turn right: From the lookout, the walk follows the bush track north, around the edge of the ridge. The
track then descends north-west into the valley below, continuing through areas of thick vegetation, until emerging onto a
clearing next to a pool of water.  

 Pindar Pool    
 The pool between Mt Pindar and Pindar Cave is an ephemeral (short-lived, unreliable) waterhole. The pool is a
refreshing place for a swim when full, with many birds enjoying the area too. The pool is a 10m by 5m tub which is quite
deep. Being ephemeral, it is not always full of water.  

Pool to Pindar Cave  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 22.03 km) Turn left: From the pool, the walk follows the bush track west, into a small sandy clearing. The track
then turns right, below a rocky outcrop on the left, and follows the rocky outcrop for approximately 100m to the large
overhang of rock, Pindar Cave.  

 Pindar Cave    
 Pindar Cave, Brisbane Waters National Park, is a large expanse of overhanging rock. The cave is made by a sandstone
overhang of 15m, which spans approximately 50m along the hillside. The floor of the cave is a good spot for a sleep,
while the roof of the cave is black from many campfires. Access to water is relatively good, however the waterfall and
nearby pool are ephemeral (transient) streams with irregular and unreliable water patterns.  

Pindar Cave to Waterfall  0.6km 10 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 22.34 km) Continue straight: From Pindar Cave, this walk heads north-west, parallel to a rocky outcrop. After
following the cliff line for a little while, the track bends slightly to the right, and heads north-west, crossing several rocky
outcrops, going down towards the creek line. The track then drops down some rockshelves to the waterfall.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then continue straight to continue along this walk.)  
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 Pindar Waterfall    
 Pindar Waterfall, Brisbane Waters National Park, is a rocky outcrop from which a vegetation enclosed stream runs over
and through. The waterfall is not a picturesque spot, with the water running through dense vegetation and cracks in the
boulders to pools out-of-sight. The waterfall is fed by an ephemeral stream which will does not guarantee it as a source
of water. From the rocky outcrop of the waterfall, views over the valley below can be observed.  

Pindar Cave to Int. Rifle Range Service Track and Pindar Cave Track  4.3km 1 Hrs 20 mins 
 (From 22.34 km) Turn around: From the cave, the walk follows the bush track east, below a rocky outcrop on the right.
The track soon comes to a small sandy clearing and crosses this to reach a pool. 
 Turn right: From the pool, the walk follows the bush track east, out of the clearing. The track passes through an area of
thick vegetation as is slowly climbs up the spur, before the vegetation gives way to a rocky area. The track winds further
up the hill and along the ridge edge to the lookout. 
 Turn left: From the lookout, the walk heads south-east along the rocky surface, to the dense tree line and follows the
sandy track. This track soon bends to the north, going up the spur and across the plateau of Mt Pindar. From here the
track undulates for some time and then widens to a management trail. The walk follows the management trail for a short
distance, passing a large rocky outcrop to come to a 'T' intersection with a wide management trail.  

Eastern end of the Pindar Cave Track to Clearing above Wondabyne Station  1km 15 mins 
 (From 26.64 km) Turn right: From the intersection, this walk follows the GNW arrow post south, gently down along the
wide management trail. The trail soon bends right and leads quite steeply down before mostly flattening out again. From
here, the trail leads gently downhill for about 600m until the trail bends left and leads quite steeply down for just shy of
250m to come to a clearing at the end of this management trail, marked with a 'Brisbane Water National Park' sign.  

Clearing above Wondabyne Station to Wondabyne Station  0.4km 10 mins 
 (From 27.67 km) Continue straight: From the clearing, this walk follows the GNW arrow post south, down along the track
to head down some carved steps through a cleft in a rock. The track winds steeply down the series of rock steps for
about 150m to pass a filtered view (left) of the cranes, down at the old Gosford Quarry. The track continues to wind
down, a little less steeply, for just over 200m to then climb down a timber staircase (which starts with a metal landing at
the top). From the bottom, the walk continues down towards the train line, soon bending left to pass a large boulder and
strangler fig tree and come to the north-bound platform of Wondabyne Train Station.  

 Wondabyne    
 Wondabyne is situated in Brisbane Waters National Park on the banks of Mullet River, which feeds into the Hawkesbury
River north of Brooklyn. The area is defined by the National Park's flora and fauna, the quarry, railway station and a few
houses sitting above the water around the river. The quarry produced sandstone building materials, used in the
construction of the National War Memorial in Canberra. More recently, in 2000, the quarry was re-opened for restoration
of St Mary's Cathedral spire in Sydney. Wondabyne Station, named after the nearby Mt Wondabyne, was built in 1889
and exclusively used for the quarry - it was then known as Mullet Creek Station. The station is one of the smallest on the
line and one of very few railway stations in a NSW National Park. When you catch the train to Wondabyne, let the guard
know you want to get off at Wondabyne Station, otherwise the train will not stop. Travel in the last carriage as the
platform is very short. To catch the train from Wondabyne, wave to the driver.
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